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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The increased emphasis and concern with maintenance of our existing highways 
necessitate the most efficient maintenance programs possible. One tool for achieving that 
efficiency is the use of contract maintenance to supplement in-house resources. In order 
to achieve the most cost effective utilization of contract maintenance, a clearer 
understanding of the cost comparisons of in-house performed and contract performed 
maintenance is needed. 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate the use of contract maintenance, 
identify activities performed by contract and by in-house personnel with equivalent levels 
of service, perform cost comparisons of in-house versus contract performance, and to 
recommend implementation of the findings. 
With the data available through the current system, equivalent levels of service and cost 
comparisons are difficult to identify and accomplish. Some data obtained on specific 
projects allowed partial accomplishment of the tasks but conclusive determinations of cost 
effectiveness could not be reached. 
It is recommended that a contractibility rating system be developed. The rating system 
should include a cost comparison factor for each activity and other factors pertinent to 
the decision. Such a system could be modeled after one being used in Texas. The 
contractibility rating system should be structured to be used on a District basis. Varied 
conditions (terrain, contractor availability, etc.) from District to District complicate the 
use of a statewide rating. 
Maintenance personnel should be responsible for inspection and acceptance of 
maintenance work. This would probably require training of maintenance inspection 
personnel. 
lll 
INTRODUCTION 
A growing concern in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, indeed across the United States, 
is the maintenance of our existing infrastructure. While the money available for 
maintenance becomes more restricted, the mileage of highways requiring maintenance 
(more than 27,000 miles in Kentucky) and the age of that mileage increase. Also, the 
amount of maintenance required is directly proportional to the age of a typical highway 
system. These conditions require the most efficient use of available maintenance dollars. 
One means of addressing this requirement is the use of private contractors to provide 
certain maintenance activities. Contract maintenance is a concept that has a growing 
number of proponents and has experienced a steady growth in usage during the past 20 
to 30 years. 
The use of contract maintenance in Kentucky has increased steadily during the past few 
years. From Fiscal Year 1985 to Fiscal Year 1990, total dollars spent on contract 
maintenance increased from approximately $7,000,000 to $31,000,000 (see Figure 1). 
During that period, contract maintenance expenditures as a percent of the total 
maintenance budget increased from approximately 6 percent to 19 percent (see Figure 
2). While contract expenditures increased by 13 percent of the total maintenance budget, 
maintenance payroll expenditures decreased by 12 percent. Expenditures for utilities, 
equipment, and materials changed very little. The portions of the annual maintenance 
budget expended for salaries, utilities, equipment, materials, and contracts for fiscal 
years 1985 through 1990 are shown in Appendix A. 
Older contract maintenance data are often difficult to interpret. A literature search 
yielded several articles -- one of which stated that, in 1972, Kentucky contracted 7.0 
percent of its maintenance budget (1). Another report indicated that Kentucky contracted 
29 percent of its maintenance budget during that same period. This example is typical 
of the difficulties involved in determining comparative costs of in-house versus contract 
maintenance. The identification and inclusion of various costs vary from source to source. 
The decision to use contract maintenance has not always been based solely upon cost 
effectiveness, but in many cases has been based upon the lack of personnel and/or 
equipment in the Department of Highways (KDOH). The KDOH, in an effort to produce 
the most cost effective highway maintenance program, requested that the Kentucky 
Transportation Center study the current system and make recommendations regarding 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the system. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The study was initiated in 1990 and a revised work plan was approved in February, 
1991. The objectives of the study were: 
A. perform literature search and review to document current state-of-the-art 
procedures used to evaluate the desirability and feasibility of contracting 
highway maintenance activities by public agencies; 
B. identify all maintenance activities, performed by state forces and by 
contractors, which may be compared relative to equivalent levels of service; 
C. evaluate those maintenance activities which may be compared and 
quantify cost savings to the Department relative to using state forces or 
contractors for those items; and 
D. develop recommendations to implement findings of the research study. 
The objectives were to be accomplished by completion of various tasks. Briefly stated 
those tasks were: 
Task A -- Literature search and review. 
Task B -- District by District review and documentation of maintenance activities, 
including priority categorization, means of accomplishment (contract or 
state forces), and identification of equivalent level of service for activities 
performed by both state and contractor. 
Task C -- Evaluating cost effectiveness of current practice. 
Task D -- Recommendations regarding research findings. 
Task A was completed and findings were reported in Research Report KTC 91-3, "Cost 
Effective Maintenance Contracting--A Literature Review." This report addresses work 
performed on tasks B, C, and D. 
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ANALYSIS OF KDOH SYSTEM 
Activity Analysis 
General cost and accomplishment data were acquired from Central Office - Operations. 
The data were primarily in the form of year-end Maintenance and Traffic Activity 
Analysis records from the maintenance management system. These records summarize 
district and statewide expenditures for each maintenance activity and break down the 
total cost for an activity into separate object codes (ie; personnel, materials, contracts, 
utilities, etc.). Activity Analysis records also indicate the account (Rural Secondary, 140, 
145) to which charges were made. 
Standard crew size and accomplishment for each activity are determined annually. Daily 
reporting of personnel used and work accomplished are then compared to a standard. The 
Activity Analysis record includes this information. This record could be very useful for 
tracking costs and determining the most cost effective program. A facsimile of a statewide 
summary Activity Analysis record is shown in Appendix B. 
The reports are also available on a District and account basis. Information is listed by 
Activity Code. For each activity, the hours used, days used, work accomplished, units for 
measuring accomplishment, and costs are reported. The predetermined standards for cost 
per day, cost per accomplishment, crew size accomplishment per day, and productivity 
are reported and compared to actual accomplishments, costs, etc. The final five columns 
are the cost breakdown by Object Code. Object 1 is personnel cost, Object 3 is utility cost, 
Object 4 is contract cost, Object 5 is material cost, and Object 6 is equipment cost. 
Irregularities in reporting and insufficiencies in the system preclude using the Activity 
Analysis, in the current format, to accurately monitor comparative costs. For example, 
in Fiscal Year 1990, the unit cost ($/10 feet) for Activity C39 - Contract Guardrail 
Maintenance, range from $52.00 to $84,149.00. The activity on which the most contract 
money is spent, F32 - Type 3 Mowing (Sickle, Rotary and Batwing), only permits 
reporting man-hours of inspection rather than accomplishment. One of the Activity Codes 
having larger contract charges was N99- Miscellaneous Maintenance and Traffic. In this 
case, either better definition of activities is needed or mistakes in reporting have 
occurred. 
While the Activity Analysis does not permit accurate comparative costs, considerable 
useful information is currently included therein. The total statewide Operations budget 
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for Fiscal Year 1990 was approximately $159,000,000 with approximately $30,800,000 
or 19.4 percent being for contract work. Of a total of 138 Activity Codes for Maintenance 
------..amnrrld--Traffic~9-activities-had -contrachharges~Four-al!tivities accounted~for neatiy~---­
$20,000,000 or approximately 65 percent of the contract expenditures. One of those four 
activities, bridge repair, is on an account not included in the Maintenance and Traffic 
Activity Analysis. All Activity Codes having contract charges and included in the Activity 
Analysis are graphed versus Fiscal Year 1990 expenditure in Figures 3 and 4. 
Total statewide contract expenditures for Fiscal Year 1989 were approximately 
$22,428,888 or 16 percent of the total expenditures of $139,465,357. The number of 
activities having contract charges was nearly the same for both years and the activities 
having the highest contract expenditure were the same. 
District Interviews 
Due to the general nature of the information and possible errors in reporting in the 
Activity Analysis records, it was necessary to obtain project-specific data. In order to 
obtain the project data, each District was contacted by mail, advised of the stUdy, and 
requested to review their program and submit information on activities which they felt 
would provide a valid comparison. In each District, both the Branch Manager for 
Operations and Branch Manager for Traffic were contacted. After receiving posted replies 
from most Districts and having telephone conversations with others, it was decided to 
concentrate the study effort in Operations. Few Districts had significant contract 
expenditures in their Traffic program. 
The initial perception was that one of the primary difficulties with achieving the study 
objective of cost effectiveness was determining activities where contractor and KDOH 
performance of an activity provided an Equal Level of Service (ELS). The most effective 
means of determining ELS was to look at specific projects with the Branch Manager or 
Maintenance Engineer familiar with the project. A person familiar with the project may 
better determine if it is a typical project and if an ELS exists. Other information of 
interest which was best obtained by personal interviews were categorization of 
maintenance activities and perceptions of contract maintenance such as quality of 
product, reaction time, and completion time. 
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Prior to arranging interviews, Activity Analysis records were used to identify the 
activities involving contracts in each District. Interviews were then conducted in all 
-----i:twelve---Bistricts;-'fhe geJieJ al~uceuure was~ubtain-the-iisruh~tivitiesTivoiving 
contracts within a District and try to determine whether the District performed the same 
activity with KDOH personnel. If the activity was performed by contract and KDOH, an 
ELS was sought. If an ELS existed, it was usually on a project basis, not on a District 
wide basis. 
It was apparent that few ELS conditions exist. In many cases if there were significant 
contract expenditures on an activity, that District did very little, if any, work on that 
activity with KDOH personnel. In other cases, contractors will bid competitively on 
higher volume projects for a particular activity and let low volume projects be performed 
by KDOH personnel. 
Another problem with determining comparative costs is the variance from District to 
District. Primarily due to local market competitiveness and changes in terrain, the unit 
cost of an activity may vary by more than 200 percent in the same general area of the 
state. 
In general, the attempt to establish cost comparisons were not totally successful, 
however; some comparisons were made. Of the twelve Districts interviewed, ten produced 
at least one activity having an ELS. In most cases, one or two ELS activities were all 
that were identifiable. All except one ELS comparison involved patching, guardrail 
maintenance, or mowing. Those three activities are the three top activities for contracting 
and account for nearly 50 percent of the total contract expenditures. In each District, the 
unit costs for only those activities which District personnel felt an ELS was justifiable 
were obtained. 
Mowing 
Type - 3 mowing by contract (F32) is used extensively in all Districts and has more 
contract expenditures than any other activity. The level of service for this activity differs 
from District to District. By definition, this activity should include all sickle, rotary and 
batwing mowing along with any slope mowing, litter removal and weeding, if necessary. 
Most contracts include weeding but some do not. Most contracts exclude litter removal 
but some do not. Most contracts include slope mowing but some bid that item separately. 
This activity, when performed by KDOH personnel, does not include weeding and may 
or may not include litter removal. 
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Due to these variations, a typical statewide unit cost cannot be determined; but within 
Districts, comparative costs may be possible. In most Districts, contract mowing is 
------e<competitive"Or-has-l1lwet·"unit~os~than-*B0H--performed<nowingc"Phis~ctivity,-TTnrrw~rne----~ 
than any other, utilizes contracts because of the large number of man hours involved. 
Also, if the KDOH were to assume performance of this activity, capital expenditures for 
equipment would be significant. For Districts where data were obtained, contract mowing 
averaged $2.00 per acre less than KDOH mowing. If Type-3 mowing performed by 
contract in Fiscal Year 1990 were performed by the KDOH, the KDOH would have 
expended an additional $465,000 plus the cost of the additional equipment required. 
Guardrail Maintenance 
Guardrail maintenance is the activity having the second highest contract expenditures. 
Guardrail maintenance, as discussed here, includes repair, replacement, and realignment 
of guardrail and/or end treatment due to deterioration or accident damage. The KDOH 
rarely installs new guardrail due to the lack of equipment to accomplish large volumes 
of that activity. 
All Districts utilize contracts for guardrail repair and the average contract unit cost is 
approximately $82.00 per unit (ten feet) less than the KDOH can perform the activity. 
This is an activity where the KDOH no longer has the quality equipment sufficient for 
the task. At the Fiscal Year 1990 average statewide cost of guardrail maintenance, 
taken from project records, the KDOH would have expended an additional $2,000,000 
plus equipment acquisition costs to perform the guardrail maintenance that was 
performed by contract. If the KDOH were to perform all the work for this activity, the 
average KDOH costs would decrease but probably not to the point of being cost effective. 
Bituminous Patching 
Bituminous patching was the activity having the third highest contract expenditures. All 
Districts use contract patching with the contract average unit cost being $3.90 per ton 
less than the KDOH unit cost. Most Districts do not have the quality equipment 
available to competitively patch large areas. Based on statewide average costs for total 
contractor performed and KDOH performed patching, the KDOH saved approximately 
$300,000 plus equipment acquisition costs for the work performed by contract. 
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INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
--------- ~-·----·------------- --··--·--------
It is apparent that the use of contract maintenance is increasing. The primary reason for 
choosing contract maintenance appears to be the lack or shortage of KDOH resources. 
Those resources appear to be manpower, expertise, and equipment. In many cases, 
District personnel would prefer to conduct more or all maintenance activities with KDOH 
personnel but cannot accomplish their program goals without contracting some projects. 
Therefore, their goal is to contract those activities which will allow the most effective use 
of resources. Contract mowing, for example, frees many man hours for accomplishing 
other tasks with KDOH forces. Guardrail maintenance, installation of new guardrail, or 
large patching jobs may be performed much more cost effectively by contract. This is the 
result of contractors having more modern equipment. 
While there were differing opinions, the consensus was that contractors provide a good 
quality product. In some cases, District personnel felt that contractors could provide a 
superior product due to advantages in equipment and expertise. In some cases, it was felt 
that contractor productivity goals led to a less than quality product. In most cases, 
contractor competitiveness and KDOH inspection produced a quality product at 
competitive or reduced cost. 
The general opinion was that for activities involving contractors, response to needs was 
reasonable. In some Districts, guardrail repair for a particular site might be performed 
by KDOH crews, but contractors performed the bulk of such repairs with satisfactory 
response. Guardrail repair performed by state crews was, normally, at the discretion of 
the KDOH and not due to contractor unresponsiveness. 
Survey of maintenance personnel and observation of several maintenance projects 
(including ditching, cross drain replacement, and patching) indicate that traffic flow is 
adequately maintained. 
In areas where there is a competitive market, contract maintenance appears to be cost 
effective. While contract expenditures on three or four activities comprise the bulk of 
total contract spending, contracting exists in all of the general areas of activities except 
Snow and Ice (the K series) and Extraordinary (the M series). It is felt that contractors 
cannot provide the standby resources required to meet the needs for the K and M series 
activities at competitive costs. 
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Part of the research effort (Task B of the study work plan) was to categorize Maintenance 
Activities as either Critical, Preventative, or Desirable but not Mandatory. While it may 
------+>e possibl!r"to-sffieet~spec:tfic<!Ctivitil!mdcategorize~hem, moshctivities--Tiu--uot lend----~ 
themselves to such categorization. Drainage maintenance might be preventative one day 
and critical in the near future. One reason for attempting this categorization was to 
determine the categories where contract maintenance was being utilized. It is obvious 
from Figures 3 and 4 that a large part of contract expenditures and a large part of the 
total maintenance budget goes to desirable but not mandatory activities. 
In Fiscal Year 1990, nearly $10,000,000 of contract money went to Activities F32 
(mowing), C05 (rest area attendant), and Cll (litter pickup). These three activities alone 
accounted for nearly 33 percent of the total contract expenditures. These same activities 
(performed by KDOH personnel and contract) comprise more than $25,000,000 of the 
total 1990 budget of $159,000,000. 
COSTS 
Two factors are used to account for overhead involving costs for KDOH personnel. An 
over lay factor of 1.4 is applied to base salaries to cover benefits. An overhead factor is 
applied to cover maintenance support/administrative costs. This factor is calculated for 
each District, and is calculated by dividing all "N" charges less N13 and N25 for a 
District by the total Personnel costs for Accounts 140 and 600 less the "N" and "T" 
charges. The object breakdown (personnel, materials, utilities, etc) and these factors 
permit an accurate calculation of KDOH costs. 
Costs involved with contracts are not as easily tracked. Costs involved with estimating 
and setting up a project are not charged to that project. These costs are not large but 
exist. Procurement costs that occur in preparing, letting, and awarding a contract are, 
at the present, undetermined. Inspection and approval costs are accounted for by a 5 
percent engineering factor which is charged to the project. 
For purposes of cost comparison, set-up costs are approximately the same for contract 
and KDOH projects. The only unaccounted factor is procurement costs. Central Office 
personnel felt that procurement costs would not be significant but would be difficult to 
trace. Some District personnel and the researchers are of the opinion that, for larger 
contracts, this is probably true but procurement costs could be a significant part of 
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smaller contracts. For this reason, larger contracts were sought in the effort to establish 
cost comparisons. 
CONCLUSIONS OF KDOH SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
In the continuing effort to maintain highways, contract maintenance is a viable tool. In 
many cases, contract maintenance is chosen because KDOH resources are insufficient to 
accomplishment the task. Examples of this are mowing, guardrail repair, and large 
patching jobs. The capitol expenditures that would be required to acquire the numbers 
and types of equipment necessary make it difficult to justify performing those activities 
with state forces. Also, the periodic labor intensity associated with some activities make 
it attractive to contract those activities and utilize state forces for a variety of other 
needs. 
One of the objectives of this study was to identify those maintenance activities performed 
by both contract and state personnel which could be compared relative to equivalent 
levels of service. That objective is impossible to achieve with a high degree of confidence 
with the information available at the present. Variations in terrain, contractor 
availability, material availability, market competition, etc. from District to District make 
it difficult to compare between Districts. Within Districts, an activity is usually 
performed either by contract or state forces but seldom by both on an equivalent level of 
service basis. 
Another factor which make comparisons difficult is KDOH records procedures. 
Accomplishment and classification into Activity Code often vary from District to District. 
Some Activity Codes for contractor performed maintenance do not have a provision for 
reporting accomplishments. An activity might include various aspects in one District (for 
example Type-3 mowing including weeding, hand trimming, litter pickup, and slope 
mowing) and not include all those aspects in another District. Uniformity of reporting 
and inclusion of accomplishment reporting for all activities would better facilitate the cost 
comparison. 
The great amount of variance from District to District and within Districts precludes 
making a conclusive determination of cost effectiveness, however those activities 
routinely performed by contract appear, on a statewide basis, to be performed cost 
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effectively by contract. Using average costs determined from project records, the KDOH 
saved nearly $3,000,000 plus capitol expenditures that would have been required for 
-----~eq~'utpmentacquislt1on, on the worl!:contractedrortnethree most contractedactJVftfes-. ----~ 
If the KDOH were to assume total performance of these activities, the average cost for 
the KDOH would decrease, but, not to the point of being cost effective. 
One of the tasks in the study work plan was the categorization of maintenance activities 
into Critical, Preventative, or Desirable but not Mandatory. With nearly 140 Activity 
Codes in the Maintenance and Traffic Field Operations Manual and many of those 
activities having the potential to change categories, it is difficult to categorize the 
activities. Prioritization of maintenance activities would be better determined by District 
personnel based upon their observations and site-specific conditions. 
While contract maintenance can be a cost effective and acceptable tool for accomplishing 
a highway maintenance program, some problems were revealed during interviews and 
data analyses. In some cases, contractors mowing bids ranged from near $20.00 to more 
than $60.00 per acre within a District. This range of bids reflects the variation in terrain 
and forces the KDOH to maintain the capability to perform that activity because the less 
desirable work is bid much higher than the KDOH costs for that type mowing. This is 
also true for other activities. 
In a few cases, there were problems such as the contractors desire to place patching 
material over larger areas than the spot patching specified in the contract. Some 
maintenance personnel felt the intent of some projects was not fully understood or 
accomplished due to the fact that inspection of many projects is not conducted by 
Maintenance personnel but by Construction personnel. 
The Maintenance and Traffic Activity Analysis report contains much useful data. These 
reports were used extensively during this study and could provide the bulk of the 
information needed as input for a cost effectiveness analysis. 
A report issued in December 1991 by the Transportation Research Board contains an 
assessment of current maintenance contracting practices (3). The report includes input 
from agencies ranging from local government to national services, Canadian Provinces 
and contractors. Review of this report indicates that Kentucky KDOH practices are 
typical of those found nationally. Several potentially useful assessment forms, inspection 
forms, and flowcharts are included in the report. 
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The current procedure for development and accomplishment of a maintenance contract 
is that a maintenance engineer will prepare a proposal describing the work to done. The 
-~~ ---~--proposal-will-go-throttgh-the-Division-of-C--ontract-Procurement-and--a-contract-wilt-be ~~~ 
awarded. For many projects, Maintenance is effectively out of the project at that time 
and Construction assumes inspection and acceptance of the work. Special Notes and the 
Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction are used to define the 
methods, materials, and acceptance for the project. There are cases where the intent of 
the maintenance engineer is not accurately perceived by the construction personnel 
assuming the project inspection. The current practice of using the Standard Specifications 
in conjunction with Special Notes is sufficient to define the work, however, inspection and 
acceptance of the work should remain with the personnel proposing the work. 
Maintenance programs are often based on the utilization of available staff with the use 
of contract maintenance to accomplish the remaining maintenance needs in so far as the 
budget allows. A more efficient method would be the development of a maintenance 
program based on maintenance needs with distribution of work between contract and in 
house forces determined by a contractibility rating or other decision making system. 
Staffing decisions would then depend on the maintenance program rather than the 
program being dependant on staffing levels. The minimum or "core" staff would be that 
which is necessary for emergency services (K and M series activities) with additional staff 
retained as needed to accomplish the maintenance program. 
REVIEW OF TEXAS CONTRACTIBILITY RATING SYSTEM 
The Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation has developed a 
contractibility rating system which could serve as a model for developing a similar 
decision making system for Kentucky KDOH. The Texas system incorporates a cost 
effectiveness analysis as one of seven factors in the contractibility rating. The other 
factors are labor intensity, contractor availability, work volume, time sensitivity, special 
skills/equipment, and inspection intensity. 
The cost effectiveness analysis determines an activity's unit cost for contract and state 
forces. The state forces unit cost is subtracted from the contract unit cost. The value 
obtained (retaining the sign +/-) is then divided by the state forces unit cost to obtain a 
percent variance. For example, if the state performed mowing cost was $28.19/acre and 
the contracted cost was $14.86/acre, the percent variance would be: 
Percent Variance = 14·86 - 28·19 x 100% = (-) 47.29% 
28.19 
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This procedure is referred to in the Texas system as the "Maintenance Efficiency and 
Analysis Report" or the "MEAR" value. 
The cost effectiveness is then evaluated in arbitrary variance increments with positive 
variances valued at 0 (state cost effective) and larger values (up to 3) assigned to 
increasing negative variances. 
In the contractibility rating system, each factor has a multiplier with the cost 
effectiveness multiplier of 5, labor intensity of 4, work volume of 3, and the remaining 
factors multiplied by 1. Each factor is evaluated with cost effectiveness values from 0 to 
3, labor intensity values from 1 to 3, and the remaining factors valued 1 or 2. All 
activities involved in the maintenance program are thus rated for contractibility with the 
higher cumulative rating indicating greater contractibility. 
Facsimiles of the Texas system worksheets are included in Appendices D and E. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Maintenance projects should be inspected and accepted by the maintenance personnel 
defining or proposing the work. The use of Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge 
Construction and, when needed, the use of Special Notes is acceptable for defining the 
work and how it should be performed. 
One vital component of the make-versus-buy decision process is the cost comparison of 
in-house versus contract performed activities. With the present system, that comparison 
cannot be adequately made for most activities. Test cases should be established to 
facilitate the cost comparisons. Test cases should be based upon District needs. All 
Districts have sufficient data available for a few specific activities but these data might 
not be applicable to other Districts. 
One of the "charges" given the researchers by the Study Advisory Committee was "how 
should we conduct our maintenance." It is recommended that the maintenance program 
be developed based on maintenance needs. A contractibility rating system should be 
developed to rate each activity in the program. Those activities most state cost effective 
would be performed using state forces. The minimum staff should not be less than that 
required to perform emergency services (K and M series activities). The remaining 
maintenance would be performed by the most cost effective means with additional staff 
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being hired if necessary. The changes recommended above (maintenance personnel 
inspection and cost comparison) would be beneficial within the current system or the 
recommended- system cnange:·--------------------------
The decision making process should be developed to be employed on a District, not 
statewide, basis. The process should include such factors as labor intensity, volume of 
work, availability of contractors, cost comparison factor (in-house versus contract), and 
other pertinent factors. The process should be contained in a software package which 
District personnel could use to assist in their make-versus-buy decision. A process similar 
to the Texas Contractibility Rating System could work very well. The Activity Analysis 
Report would provide much of the data required for a contractibility rating system but 
additional data (particularly accomplishment data from contract maintenance) would be 
required. 
A training program for inspection of maintenance work should be initiated. A training 
program would be beneficial in any case, but especially so if construction personnel 
continue to inspect and accept maintenance projects. If Construction personnel continue 
to inspect maintenance work, better communication and greater interaction between 
Maintenance and Construction personnel would enhance the final maintenance product. 
REFERENCES 
1. Maintenance Aid Digest, AASHTO Committee on Maintenance, MAD-24, 
October 1980. 
2. Maintenance Aid Digest, AASHTO Committee on Maintenance, MAD-4, 
August 1973. 
3. National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 344, 
"Maintenance Contracting", December 1991. 
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APPENDIX A 
KDOH Expenditures by Object Code for Fiscal years 1985 Through 1990 
...... 
<:0 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1985/1986 
SALARIES 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
14% 
56% 
CONTRACTS 
6% 
MATERIALS 
22% 
~ 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1986/1987 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
17% 
SALARIES 
49% 
CONTRACTS 
9% 
MATERIALS 
23% 
~ 
>--' 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1987/1988 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
17% 
Si-\LARIES 
47% 
MATERIALS 
22% 
CONTRACTS 
12% 
~ 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1988/1989 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
17% 
SALARIES 
49% 
MATERIALS 
20% 
CONTRACTS 
12% 
!-.? 
<:<> 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1989/1990 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
16% 
MATERIALS 
21% 
SALARIES 
45% 
CONTRACTS 
16% 
~ 
MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES 
1990/1991 
UTILITIES 
2% 
EQUIPMENT 
15% 
MATERIALS 
18% 
SALARIES 
46% 
CONTRACTS 
19% 
APPENDIXB 
Typical Activity Analysis Report 
!>.? (j) 
I 
----- ----------------- I 
-----,M::-A.lNTENANCE AND TRAFFIC CURRENT DATE 07/29/91 PAGE 13 REPORT NO. R2377 
PROGRAM NO. Vl485 
ACTIVITY ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 06/16/90 TO 06/15/91 
STATEWIDE SUMMARY 
·-ACl- --- WORK 
CODE UNIT 
-WORK -----MAN-----.fOTAI::------TOT Al: ----COST---PER ---DAY---COST -PER -ACCOM- CREH 
DAYS HOURS HORK COST ACTL STD ACTL 
I --~-USED-------USED ----ACCDM-~---
F31 ACRES 12334.55 239768 156593 $4476456 363 325.00 29 
-F32- MANHOURS----2483 ,s l: --248 21---34 28 9 -$7 668429 ---·-5087 -----, 00 -------224-
HDl MAHHOURS 109.20 1299 1511 $72680 666 .00 ti8 
Hll NO CLEANED 880.32 27203 7360 $364717 414 342.22 50 
--HU-UNEAR FT----51.88 --2158--7459-·-$37406- ·· 121·----475.00 5 
H21 LINEAR FT 144.14 6562 56611 $102883 714 7150.28 l8 
H41 SQ YD 85.43 3448 3399 $59612 698 700.00 18 
H52 SQUARE FT 385.98 18552 15350 $277683 719 650.91 U 
-HSS- SQUARE-FT··---40 ,53---2321--10157--$:59046 -~!457-·--·---. 00 -- 6· 
H61 MANHOURS 188.52 7542 6357 $131169 696 .00 :?1 
H62 MAI~HOURS 208.47 6154 5689 $106864 513 .00 19 
H71 MANitDURS .156.42 5646 5291 $92951 594 .00 18 
- H8l-HANHOURS- --364.25---11895-14975--$238321---654-----,00 --·· 16 
H88 HANHDURS 241.59 3199 2815 $38418 159 .00 14 
H98 MAtmOURS 130.22 3087 2938 $205248 1576 .00 70 
H99 MANHOURS 736.32 22567 18443 $394659 536 .DO 21 
JI5 
JOl NO CLEANED 
J02 NO CLEANED 
. J03- EACH 
J07 EACH 
Jll TONS 
J15 MANHOURS 
-J21 ~I DTCH MT 
J23 .1 DTCH MT 
J31 LINEAL FT 
J32 MANHOURS 
~--------·-------
.00 0 Q ll<tj 
1751.22 39056 20322 $503854 
1801.96 70343 11378 $1126950 
1273.64 60279 2655 $1212165 
1964.76 89013 4646 $1534813 
709.32 31993 37290 $687487 
338.67 4270 3699 $143075 
. 1240.62 -74296 17155 $2320058 
4239.02 197097 17917 $3277878 
37.15 1239 7859 $2725D 
749.79 27380 24328 $558460 
__J9 8- HANHOURS 
J99 MANHOURS 
--- -459. H --8701---- ... 8546--$705028 
2194.15 81155 70034 $1447393 
0 .DO 
288 250.98 
625 592.74 
952 822.40 
781 694.72 
969 889.60 
422 .00 
1870 965.00 
773 743.44 
734 629.45 
745 • 00 
.. 1534 ___ --· 00-
660 .00 
0 
<5 
'19 
457 
330 
IS 
39 
135 
"' 5 23 
- 82 
Zl 
K01 HANHOURS 292.06 5998 5782 $143507 491 • 00 25 
__ 1(02-MANHOURS ----1897..58--48l68-.48913--UZ23285 ----.. 645 ____ ----.00 -·- 25 
K03 MAHHOURS 606.29 18070 18168 $432165 713 .00 24 
K12 HANHOURS 835.19 28914 28799 $760015 910 .00 26 
K88 MANHOURS 855.97 12977 12949 $2749018 3212 .00 212 
J-US-~------------- oo _____ o _____ Q ____ usn·-----. o ______ oo ..... o _ 
K99 MAHHOURS 2931.71 70049 69511 $1307623 446 .00 19 
Mll MANHOURS 3.00 76 76 $751 252 .00 10 
STD 
33 
·• 
0 
•• 
USED 
2.4 
1.3 
1.5 
3.9 
. 6 --- 5.Z 
20 5.7 
20 5.0 
33 6.0 
0 --·--7.2 
• 5.0 
• 3.7 0 4.5 
. 0 - ...... 6' 1 
0 1.7 
• 3.0 0 3.8 
0 . 0 
21 2.8 ,. 4.9 
411 5.9 
347 5.7 
22 5.6 
0 1.6 
.. 7.5 
186 5.8 
5 ••• 0 ••• 0 2.4 
0 4.6 
0 2.6 
0 3.2 
0 3.7 
0 4.3 
0 1.9 
0 .0 
0 3.0 
0 3.2 
'------------------------·--·--·--··· 
SIZE--A:co:P::~AY~ -:Roou::~ITY-- _I o~JECTS-BY-~' 
STD ACTL STD ACTL STD 1 I 3 4 5 6 
- -----r---------------
2 
. 0- -
1 12.7 10.0 1.531 1.600 53 I Q 2 Q 44 
13 .a---. 0----.724------ ~ :::--- -~: 1-·-:----:: --:--: 
0 13.8 • 0 .860 
8.000 841 0 0 0 16 
,J47 -72---;--0--0--3--25 
4 ••• 4.0 3.696 7 143.8 75.0 .289 
1.20D 79"1 0 0 6 14 
1.371 70_ 0 0 15 15 
6 39.3 40.0 1.158 
6 39.8 35.0 1. 015 
2.400 771 0 0 4 l9 
---- .ooo---44~0- 2-3l-2J 
. 000 77 0 0 7 16 
.000 79 0 0 5 17 
.000 72 0 0 2 25 
.ooo --100--0-0--0--0 
. ooo a a 1 o a o u 
.000 u·l 0 0 76 5 
.ooo 70 0 2 14 14 
6 39.8 20.0 1. 209 
- 0 -·-250.6·-- -.0 ----.229-
0 33.7 . 0 1.186 
• 27.3 . 0 1. 082 0 33.8 •• 1. 067 
• 41.1- --. 0 1.195 0 11.7 . 0 1.136 
0 22.6 . 0 l. 051 
0 25.0 .0 I. 224 
0 .0 .o .ooo ~aoo ·toolo--u-··-u---o 
3 11.6 12.0 1.922 z.ooo 861 0 0 0 13 
8.0 6.182 6.000 731 0 0 1 26 
2.0 22.704 24.000 58i 0 2- 18- 22: 
2.0 19.159 24.000 67! 0 0 8 25 
4o.o .858 1.200 52.1 o 1 24 23 
.0 1.155 .ooo 431 0 49 1 7 
15.0 4.331 - 4.800 37)-- 0 -41-- .o --20 
4.0 11.001 16.000 70! 0 0 0 29 
200.0 .158 .zoo 561 0 0 Hi 28 
.o 1.125 .ooo sal o 10 4 21 
6 6.3 
• 2.1 6 2.4 
• 52.6 0 10.9 
' 
13.8 
• 4.2 5 211.5 
0 32.4 
.D-- _ 1.018. .ooo _ 151-~- o __ o- 7D-- 15 
.0 1.159 .ooo 67; 0 3 10 20 
0 18.6 
• 31.9 
.0 1.037 .ODD 54i 0 0 0 46 
-- :~ ::;~ ..... --:ggg---;~t·---g--g--t-·~:-• 
19.8 
0 25.8 
0 30.0 
0 34.5 ,0 1.004 .ooo 441 0 52 1 4 
.0 1.002 .ooo '! 0 0 89 4 
___ o ___ .ooo _____ ooo ___ .42 __ o_ o __ o___sa_ 0 15.1 
• • • 
• 23.7 .o 1.008 .000 771 0 0 13 lU 
0 25.3 .0 1. ODD .ooo 
..I 0 0 0 I 
-- --------
APPENDIXC 
Activity Codes and Descriptions 
ACI1VITY ACI1VITY WORK CODE UNIT 
' 
9lHl2 MQQ Surface <AQQ) 
' AOI SURFACE POT HOLE PATCHING Ton 
Hand patching roadway surface including bridge declcs with biwminous materials. 
i {Projecl Only) 
I 
A02 SURFACE-PAVING MACHINE OR GRADER PATCHING WITH B!TIJMI· Ton 
NOUSMIX 
I 
Paving machine leveling and pa!Ohing of roadway swtaoe wilh hol mix. Pa!Ohing 
whicll exceeds 20 JXII<"nl of llle surface ,... in any one mile shalll10l be charged 
10 lhis aclivilJI code bu110 A33. (Projecl Only) 
' A03 SURFACE-ABNORMAL REPAIRS (REMOVE AND REPLACE) Ton 
Removal and replacement of base and sub-base macerials and the replacement with 
I 
biwminous or aggregate m81frials. Replacement of wearing swfacc is a pan of 
this activity and not a sc:pamae activity. This will include temporary or stop-gap 
measures laken to mainUlin uaffic when a surface is under severe distreSS as a 
IQUIL of extensive industrial hauling. This would be rougb patching with premix 
or spreading aggregate on roads that were previously biwminous or toocrete. It 
I would also include lhe same type operations on TBM roads. (Projecl Only) AIJ4 SURFACE-PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PATCillNG USING NON- Square i 
i 
B!TIJMINOUS MATERIAL f«:l 
Repair of roadway surface by removing faully surface sections. including base or 
sllb-ogradc materials as required and replacing with non-.bil.UIJrinous marcrialllld 
required base mau:tial. (Projecl Only) 
' 
I AOS SURFACE-SPOT SEAL COATING (SKIN PATCHING) Ton Hand or mechanical seal coat surfacing with hot liquid bituminous matcrialmd 
·I cover with aggregate to seal existing flexible or rigid surface for lenglhs 500 feet 
or less. This includes application w a slippery surface for deslicking purposes. 
(Projecl Only) 
A06 SURFACE-{;ONTINUQUS SEAL COATING Ton 
MeduuUc.a.l seal toat surfacing with hot liquid bituminous material and cover with 
IIQregale 10 seal exisling flexible or rigid slllfaoe for lengths SOO feel or more. This 
. 
aclivily is MllO be done on a road wilh more 1ilan SOO ADT wi- '!"<iaJ 
permissioo. (Projecl Only) 
A07 SURFACE-JOINT AND CRACK SEALING OF PCC PAVEMENT 100 
. Feel 
The n:pair of coniJICiioo and lengiwdinal joinlS by cleaning and resealing. (Project 
Only) 
-
SEALING OF PAVEMENT-SHOULDER JOINT 100 
Lineal 
Opening of joint willl cuuing device moun!OCI on mOlO< grader and pressure sealing Feet 
wilh either a hot or cold bilWllinous mau:tial. {Projecl Only) 
2-6 
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ACJ1VITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
AIO MAINTENANCE OF PROTECTIVE DEVICES AT RAILROAD CROSSING 
This activity is 10 be used in paying the various railroads for costs incurred 8l rail-
road crossings for maintenance of protective devices. Payment 10 be paid by the 
Division of Maintenance only. (General) 
AU SURFACE-ROUI1NE TRAFFIC BOUND MAINTENANCE Lane 
Mile 
Dragg&ng, blading or grading traffiC bound surf>ce road~ Includes blading ap-
proaclies and mailbox lilmOUIS. (Project Only) 
Al2 SURFACE-PATCHING WITH TRAFFIC BOUND MATERIALS Ton 
This activity includes patChing or replacement of roadway surfaces with traffic 
bound m31t:ria.ls. lncidenLal spreading ol lll8leriais will be included. (Project Only) 
Al3 SURFACE-PATCffiNG WITH TRAFFIC BOUND MATERIALS VENDOR Ton 
HAULED 
This aclivity includes J)31Cbing or replacement of roadway surface using uaffic 
bound materials hauled by a vendor. Incidental spreading of malCrials will be in-
eluded. (Project Only) 
Al4 TOTAL CONTRACTOR PATcmNG Ton 
Bituminous patChing done aotally by conuacwr. This activity covers cost of weight 
Ucka rater and/or inspection when either is a state employee and 140 MP or 601 -
721 RS maintenance money is being used. Care must be l8ken to see that accom-
plistuncnt is reported in accomplishment column on lhe "396" payroll Contqcts 
aaa. (Project Only) 
AIS VENDOR AIDED PATCHING 
Ton 
State Forces bituminous patching partially or completely aided by a vendor. This 
aaivity covers cost of aU state penonnel when 140 MP or 601 -721 RS mainte-
nance money is being used. Patcbing "'hicb exceeds lO percent of the surface 
ara in any one mite sball be chafled. to this activity code. Must have approval 
of tbe Director, Divisioa of Mainteaaace. (Project Only) 
A33 SURFACE-PAVING MAcmNE OR GRADER PATCffiNG WITH BITUMI· Ton 
NOUS MIX AREA GREATER THAN 20 PERCENT 
Paving machine or grader leveling and pau:bing of roadway surface .nm biwminous 
mix. Patcblng which exceeds 20 percent of the swtace area in any one mile shall be 
chRRed 10 lhis activity code. Must have approval of lhe Director, Division of Main-
......... (Project Only) 
A44 MIJDJACKING Ton 
The pumping of mawials sucil as soil cemem slUJT)' into voids under concrete pave-
mem 10 l3ise the pavement to a desired elevation or 10 fill voids tmder &he pave-
mcnL (Project Only) 
2--7 
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ACTIVITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
A71 SURFACE MILLING (USING STATE-OWNED MACHINE) 10 Sq. Yd. 
Surface milling using the state-Owned milling machine. (Project Only) 
A72 SURF ACE Mll.UNG (USING VENDOR MILUNG MACHINE) IOSq.Yd. 
Surface milling using a vendor"s mining machine. (Project Only) 
A88 BITUMINOUS COLD PREMIX PREPARATION Ton 
Mix aggregate with liquid biwminous asphalt and stockpile for fuwre use. (Gen-
era!) 
A98 MISCELLANEOUS SURFACE AND SHOULDER OVERHEAD Man-Hour 
This is to include all charges that specifically relate to surface and shoulder malnte-
nance when it is not feasible to charge to projects. It should be charged to account 
(i.e .• 140. or RS). Generally to be used for stockpile or purchase of stockpile mate-
rials such as TBM stone. temporary stripe material, bituminous asphalt. Materials 
must be secondaried to project and activity when material is used. (General) 
A99 MISCELLANEOUS SURFACE MAINTENANCE Man-Hour 
This includes crack seating, heater-planing. rumble strip placemcm, epoxy patching, 
dust paliatives. etc. This activity covers all roadway surface activities not specified 
by acuvity AOI through A98. (Project Ooly) 
2.-8 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
BOI 
B02 
803 
8()4 
B05 
Bll 
Bl2 
Bl3 
814 
ACTIVITY 
90;0"' ~00 SHOI J..DER <BOfl't 
SHOULDERS BITUMINOUS PATCHING 
The hand patching of shoulders with bituminous materials, to conect abrupt depres-
sions., pol.holes, and other potential shoulder surface hazards. (Project Only) 
SHOULDERS PAVING MACHINE OR GRADER LEVELING AND PATCHING 
WITH BITUMINOUS MIX 
Paving machine or grader leveling and patching of shoulders with bituminous mate-
rial. (Project Only) 
SHOULDER-SPOT SEAL COATING (SKIN PATCHING) 
Hand or mechanical seal coating of shoulder surface with hot liquid bimminous rna-
terial and cover w1!.h ag:g:regate to seal exisung paved shoulders for length.<; 500 feet 
or less. (Project Only) 
SHOULDER-CONTINUOUS SEAL COATING 
Mechanical seal coating of shoulder surface wilh hot liquid bituminous matenal and 
cover with aggregate to seal existing shoulders for lengths greater than 500 feel. 
State Forces only. Charge conlract work to BJS. (Project Only) 
SHOULDER-ABNORMAL REPAIRS (RE'.!OVE AND REPLACEMENT) 
Removal and replacement of base and sub-base materials and the replacement with 
bituminous or aggregate materials. Replacement of weanng surface is a pan of this 
activity and not a separate activity. (Project Only) 
BITL.MINOUS WEDGING-PAVED SHOULDERS 
Mechanical placing bituminous mix along !.he pavemem edge 10 correct separation 
and depression of l.he paved shoulder from the roadway pavemenL This may be 
either spot or conunuous. (Project Only) 
BITlJMINOUS EDGING-SHOULDERS USING PENETRATION SEAL METH-
ODS 
Grade, shape and add the necessary aggregate and bituminous materials 10 raise &he 
shoulder grade to mau:h the roadway surface. ·u biUJminous mix is used, charge 
Activity Code B54. (Project Only) 
GRADE SHOULDERS (GRASS) 
Cutting of high grass shoulders to enable water to drain direcdy to the roadway 
diu:h. Pick up or leave excess matmial depending on quantity. If in a fill seclion, 
cut and push over fill slopes. (Project Only) 
SHOULDER-TBM MAINTENANCE 
Maintenance of mailbox turnouts, public street and county road intersections, school 
bus wmoffs. privai.C and commercial emrances to normal shoulder widlb and low 
shoulders, using non-bituminous material. (Project Only) 
2-9 Juae 16. 1991 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Ton 
Ton 
Ton 
Ton 
Ton 
Ton 
Ton 
Lane 
Mile 
Ton 
ACTIVITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
BIS CONTRACT SHOULDER MAINTENANCE Ton 
Shoulder Maintenance done totally by a conuactor. (Project Only) 
GRADE SHOULDERS (DGA OR OTHER STONE) 
821 Grade and reshape shoulders without adding materials. (Project Only) Shoulder 
Mile 
GRADE SHOULDER ADDING MATERIALS (DGA OR OTHER STONE) (Pro-
jectOnly) 
822 Ton 
GRADESHOULDERSUNDERGUARDRA~ 
823 Grade and reshape shoulders under guardrail. Add material or remove as necessary Feet 
by hand or mechanical means to restore shoulders to proper slope. (Project Only) 
BITUMINOUS EDGING-UNPAVED SHOULDERS 
854 Grade. shape and add the necessary bituminous mi.! to raise the shoulder grade to Ton 
match the roadway surface. (Project Only) 
MISCELLANEOUS SHOULDER MAINTENANCE 
899 Miscellaneous shoulder maintenance not specified in activities 801 throu!!h 898. Man-Hour 
Cuttin~ bleeders lhrough. shoulder to release pocketed water on pavement andre-
moval of built up din or grass shoulder will be charged to this activity. Main I.e-
nance of bituminous curb and/or seal under guardrail. (Project Only) Buill up ma-
terial under guardrail adding or removing shaH be charged to B23. 
2-10 
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ACflVITY 
CODE 
COl 
C02 
C03 
C().l 
C05 
C09 
ClO 
Cll 
ACTIVITY 
9fHl2 0500 ROADSIDE GENERAL fCOO! 
SLIDES. SLIPS AND ROCK PICKUP 
Removal of rock falls. eanh or debris at any one site. {Permanent repairs to major 
slips and slides are covered by Acl.ivity C01) (Project Only) 
PERMANENT REPAIRS TO SLIPS A,-:D SLIDES 
The repair of fills and roadway damaged by slips anci/slides or seulements. The 
removal of debris from slips, slides and rock pickup are covered by Activuy COl. 
(Project Only) 
ROADSIDE FACILITY HOUSE KEEPIJ'G 
Mowing of grass. mamtcnance of grounch. utiliLies and indoor housekeeping of un-
manned rest areas. This docs not include repair of buildings. Any costs related 10 
regular WH area ancndam crews or any personneltemporanly assigned to these 
crews shall be charged to Activity C04. (Project Only) 
REST AREA ATir:NDMIT SERVICE 
All salaries and expenses. including utilities. related to regular rest area auendant 
crews or any personnel temporarily ass1gned lo lllesc manned rest area crews. (Pro-
ject Only) 
CONTRACT REST AREA ATir:NDA,-:T SERVICE 
All contract expenses related lO contract rest area attendant service. including cost of 
inspector. Care must be taken to see that accomplishment is reponed by inspector 
on "396 .. payroll. Do not charge utilities. materials etc., to this acth·ity, but to 
acti\'ity C04. Maintenance of "·aste water treatment plant sewage must be 
charged to CO-l. (Project Only) 
EXPE:'<SES AT LOA DO METER STATIONS 
To be used when 140 funds are ut..ihzed to pay expenses at the loadometer stations 
such as ulilit..ies, phone installauons. eu::. The charges are to be lodged agamst the 
project wh1ch will consist of the mile point and the route, etc .. of the location. (Pro-
ject Only) 
LITTER CLEANUP- EXPRESS RUN 
Covers all cosiS in the cleaning and disposal or litter round on the driving surface 
and the shoulders. This is perfonned by use of a truck. Pick up objects which 
could cause mjury or damage to th.e uavelmg public. Liuer barrels may be emptied. 
(Project Only) 
LITTER CLEANUP 
Covers all costs in the cleaning and disposal or liner on right-of-ways. including 
procurement, maintenance. emptying liner barrels along the roadway and in rest 
areas and roadside parks. Landfill usage payments will be charged 10 this activity. 
(Project Only) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Each 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Garbage 
Bags 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
Cl3 
C!4 
Cl5 
C!9 
C20 
C21 
C30 
C31 
C33 
ACTIVITY 
DEAD ANIMAL PICKUP 
The pick up and disposal of dead animals. including the use of a commercial render-
ing service. Maintenance will charge to this activity only when a special run is 
made. (Project Only) 
LITTER CLEANUP USING MECHANICAL SWEEPER 
The cleanup of liner on roadway using a mechanical sweeper or by hand sweeping. 
(Project Only) 
CONTRACT MECHANICAL SWEEPING 
The cleanup of litter on roadway using a mechanical sweeper. Include inspecuon 
and all other related cost. Care must be taken 10 see that accomplishmcm is re-
poned by inspector on "396" (payroll). (Project Only) 
ENERGY ABSORBI:-IG BARRIER (CRASH CUSHIONS) 
Charges made for all expenditures in the maintenance of energy absorbing barriers 
(crash cushions). (Project Only) 
FENCE REPAIR 
Repair of fences. (Project Only) 
CONTRACT FENCE REPAIR 
Repair of fences done wtaliy by a comracmr. (Project Only) 
I!EEAJB. OR INSTALL STEEL BEAM GUARDRAIL 
The lipair, realignment, replacement. and minor additions of steel guardrail. (Pro-
je<:l Only) 
REPAIR OR INSTALL GUARD POSTS OR CABLE GUARDRAIL 
The repair, realignmenL. replacement and minor additions of guardposiS and cable 
guardrail. (ProjecL Only) 
REPAIR OR INSTALL GUARDRAIL END TREATMENTS 
The repair, realignment. and minor additions of guardrail end ueaanems. Check 
with maintenanCe engineer for policy to construel end repJacements on a controlled 
access facility or any primary road with a posted speed greater than 45 mph. (Pro-
ject Only) 
C39 CONTRACT GUARDRAIL MAINTENANCE 
Guardrail maintenance, including end utaunent. energy absorbtion devices such 
as GREAT system, repair done by a conuactor. This activity covers cost of inspec-
tor or other state employee when 140 MP or 601-721 RS accoum maim.enance 
money is being used. (Project Only) 
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WORK 
Ul\'lT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Lineal 
Feet 
Lineal 
Feel 
Lineal 
Feet 
Lineal 
Feet 
Each 
Man-Hour 
ACf!VJTY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
C40 CONTRACT GUARDRAIL ENHANCEMENT Man-Hour 
Guardrail installation and/or repair to end ueatmems done by conuactor. This activ-
ity covers cost of inspector or olher swe employee when 140 MP 601-721 RS ac-
count maintenance money is being used. Care must be taken to see lhat accomplish-
tDent is reponed by inspeclOT on "396" (payroll). {Project Only) 
C98 MISCELLANEOUS ROADSIDE OVERHEAD Man-Hour 
This is to include all charges that are specifically related to roadside maintenance 
when it is not feasible to charge to projects. lt should be charged to account (i.e., 
140 or RS). Generally to be used for guardrail. paint. post..liUer baiTels. lumber. or 
hardware. Materials must be secondaried to project and acti\'ltY when material is 
used. (General) 
C99 MISCELLANEOUS ROADSIDE MAINTENANCE Man-Hour 
Such items include maintenance of median barrier walls. manhole adjustment, curb 
repair, relaining walls. sidewalks. picnic tables, paint wood guard posts. and pamt 
cable guardrail posts. To be used for any maintenance activities relal.ing Lo "Road-
side General" but nol covered by activities COl through C98. (Project Only) 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
EOl 
E02 
E03 
Ell 
E21 
E28 
ACTIVITY 
90 0, QfiQ!\ Road.;idr Agronomy fEO!l! 
TREE A.'ID BRUSH REMOVAL 
This acuvity is for t.he cuuing and removal of brush. trees. and ucc limbs and their 
disposal. {ProJect Only) 
MACHINE BRUSH CUTTING 
This activity is for the culling and remo\'a1 of brush. trees and tree limbs and their 
disposal usmg a bush hog mounted on a mmor grader. (Project Only) 
CONTRACT TREE AND BRUSH REMOVAL 
This acuviL' 1s for the cuuml! and removal of uecs. brush. and tree hmbs and thctr 
disposal by contract. lncludC mspccuon and anY ol.her rclalCd cost. Care must be 
taken to sec that accomphshmcm Contractor Man Hour~ ts reponed on "396" (pay-
roil). (Project Only) 
TREE AND SHRUB MAINTENANCE 
Mamtcnancc of ail roadstdc trees and shrubs by pruning. spray mg. mulchmg. water· 
ing, fertihzing:. stake removaL and replacing. as required. (Project Only) 
EROSION CONTROL BY VEGETATIVE METHODS 
WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Contractor 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
This inciudcs initial seeding and proteCtion. sodding. and diLCh sLabilization by usmg 0.1 
fiberglass. eLC. Erosion control utilizing np rap, stone, or concrete should be Acre 
charged 10 Activity J II. (Project Only) 
NOX!Ot;S WEED CONTROL 
The application of herbicides to control noxious weeds on the right-of-way. This is Acre 
to be done by mechamcal spraymg or hand apphcauon of herbicides. This acuvily 
will be used when a crew is dtr&:led to spectfically 1rcat nox.tous weeds described in 
KRS 176.051. These weeds arc as follows: Johnson Grass, Noddmg: Thistle. Can-
ada Thistle. Giam Foxtail and Mulli-Fiora Rose. Wild Cucumber. Black Night 
Shade and Kudzu. (Project Only) 
E29 HERBICIDE TREATMENT UNDER GUARDRAILS AI\D AROUND POSTS 
The mechanical application of herbicides under guardrail and around posts for con-
U"OI of vegetauon. (Project Only) 
E30 MECHANICAL SPOT SPRAYING OF HERBICIDES 
The application of herbicides to vegetation. This includes donnant cane treaunent 
of brush in wmu:r and any olher spot ueaunent application wilh mechanical sprayer. 
Do mu charge noxious weed ueaunentto this activity code. Charge it to E28. (Pro--
ject Only) 
E31 MECHANICAL BROADCAST SPRAYING OF HERBICIDES 
The mechanical applicalion of liquid herbicides to control undesirable vegctaUon on 
right~f-way. Charge noxmus weed ueaunent to E28. (Project Only) 
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Mile 
of 
Guardrail 
Acre 
Acre 
ACflVJTY ACfJVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
E33 MECHANICAL APPLICATION OF GRAl'iULAR FERTILIZER Acre 
The mechanical application of dry granular fertilizer LO roadside \'egct.ation as rc-
quired. This excludes uee and shrub fcrtihzaLion which would be charged w acliv-
ity Ell. Ovcrscedmg will be incidental to Lhis acti\'ity. (Projec:t Only) 
E3~ CONTRACT MECHANICAL APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER Man-Hour 
The mechanical application of dry granular or liquid fertilizer w roadside vegetation 
by conU'act. Care must be-l.ak.en to sec that accomplishment is reponed by inspector 
on "396'' (payroll). (Project Only) 
E98 MISCELLAXEOUS ROADSIDE AGRONOMY OVERHEAD Man-Hour 
This is to mcludc all charges that specifically relate to roadside agronomy when it is 
not feasible to charge to prowcts. It should be charged to account (t.e. 140 or RS). 
Generally to he used for stockpilmg or purchasing of stockpile matenal such as her-
bicidcs. msC{:ticides. fertilizers. secrl. and erosion conuol material. Materials must 
be secondancd to project and activny whc.n material is used. (General) 
E99 MISCELLM'EOUS ROADSIDE AGRONOMY Man-Hour 
The application of liquid or granular herbicides by hand methods. the application of 
liquid fcnilizcrs or application of insecticides not covered in codes EOI through 
E98. This acuvily also includes any other roadside agronomy activity not covered 
in activity codes EO I through E98. (Project Only) 
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ACTIVITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
2U::!P QlOO MQWJ!S!:J rEom 
FOS SLOPE MOWING Acre 
The mowing of vegetation with an extension arm mower behind guardrail sections 
or other designated slope areas lhat are not accessible to regular U'aCtor mowers. 
(Project Only) 
FOB MOWER SUPPORT Man-Hour 
Hauling mower operators to and from work. Assisting operator in breakdowns. 
Providing liaison between foremen and moY.rer operators. Assisting operators in 
safety signing. Sharpening and repairing mower blades. etc. (Project Only) 
F09 HAND TRIMMING AND LAWN TYPE MOWING Man-Hour 
This activity for use of hand trimming and small power mowers in cutting and trim-
ming areas inaccessible or unsafe for D'BC\01' mowers. (Project Only) 
F21 TYPE-2 MOWJI<G-SICKLE AND ROTARY Acre 
Mowing on all roads by state personnel for safety and sight distance. (Project Only) 
F22 TYPE-2 MOWING-SICKLE. ROTARY AND BATWING Man-Hour 
Contract mowing Type-1. Include state employee to perfonn inspection onJ}·. 
(Project Only) 
F31 TYPE-3 MOWING-SICKLE AND ROTARY Acre 
Mowing on all roads by state personnel for general cleanup mowing. (Project Only) 
F32 TYPE-3 MOWING-SICKLE. ROTARY AND BATWING Man-Hour 
Complete mowing using a conuactor. Include State employee to perform inspection 
only. This activity is to include all charges that are a part of the mowing con· 
tract such as litter remo\•al and slope mowing. (Project Only) 
F99 MISCELLANEOUS MOWING MAINTENANCE Man-Hour 
Miscellaneous mowing mainteauce aot specified in Activities FOS tbrough F3l. 
Mowing inventory and staking will be cbarged to tbis activity. (Geaeral) 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
HOI 
HI! 
HIJ 
HIS 
H21 
H41 
H52 
H55 
H61 
ACTIVITY 
90--D::!.OROO BRIDGE fHOO) 
BRIDGE COl\ 'TRACT EXPENDITURES AND ENGINEERING EXPENSES 
(ACCOUl\TI•IONLY) 
lnspccuon of bridges and tunnels. including underwater mspecuon and any aerial 
inspecuon. This aclivny is for highway personnel olher lhan mamtenance person· 
nel. It is also for consultam or contract mspection. Consll'ucuon conuact (Accoum 
141 only) payments for bridge repair will be charged to lhis activity. (Project Only) 
CLEANING BRIDGE DECKS AND OTHER AT-GRADE BRIDGE ITEMS 
This activity includes clcanmg guuerhncs. drams. Sidewalks expansion dams and 
troughs of all fore1gn debris. (General Except for Toll RoadsJ 
BRIDGE JOINT SEALING 
Cleamng and scaling existing expansmn jomts on bridges. (Project Only) 
CONTRACT BRIDGE MAI!<TENANCE 
Bridge maimenance done totally b~· a contractor. This acti,·it~· con~rs cost of 
inspection when done by a state employee and 140 MP or 601-721 RS mainte· 
nance mane~· is being used. (Project Only) 
REPAIR OF BRIDGE HANDRAILS 
Repair or replace bridge handrails. including guardrails. (Project Only) 
REPAIR OR REPLACING TIMBER DECKS 
Repair of wooden decks or the replacement of an existing deck witb a wooden deck. 
(Project Only) 
PATCHING BRIDGE DECKS 
Repair and patch concrete decks. Patching with bitummous premix will be charged 
to applicable biturmnous surface repws. (Project Only) 
BRIDGE DECK OVERLAY BY WATERPROOANG 
The installation of "one-step .. waterproofing and reflective crack suppression system 
material on concrete bridge decks, along with a 1 and 1/2 inch minimwn bituminous 
riding surface. (Project Only) 
ERECTION OF BENT SUPPORT AND SUBSTRUcnJRE REPAIR 
This activity includes all work necessary for a maim.enance operation to jack and 
support a bndge structure. All su~strncture repair will be charged to this activity. 
(Project Only) 
H62 REPAIR OF SUPER STRUcnJRE 
This acumy mciudes all work necessary for a maimcnance operauon to remove or 
repair a bridge super suucture. All super saucwre modiflcation or repair will be 
charged lO this activity. Subsuucture repair to be charged to H61. Repair of steel 
bridge members arc to be charged to H71. (Project Only) 
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WORK 
UI\IT 
Man-Hour 
Number 
Cleaned 
Linea! 
Feet 
Man-Hour 
Lineal 
Feet 
Square 
Yard 
Square 
Feet 
Square 
Feet 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACfiVITY ACfiVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
H71 REPAIRING AND/OR CLEANING AND PAlNTING OF STEEL BRIDGE Man-Hour 
MEMBERS 
Repairing steel bridge members. Cleaning and paiming steel members of a bridge, 
including rockers. bearing devices. and expansion dams. (Project Only) 
H81 FERRY OPERATION Man-Hour 
This activity has been established to charge lhe Turkey Neck Bend Ferry Operation 
so no other project can use lhis activity code. (Project Only) 
(OJ-MP-Q8fHl214-<l01.787x) 140 AccounL 
H88 C. 0. USE ONLY -OPERA TlON OF CENTRAL OFFICE BRIDGE STORAGE Man-Hour 
YARD 
This acuvity will include all charges performed by the Cenua.l Office Bridge Yard 
Crew, which cannm be charged lOa speclfic project or activit}'. (Project Only) 
H98 MISCELLANEOUS BRIDGE MATERIALS OVERHEAD Man-Hour 
This is for chargmg various materials that are to be used on bridges where it is not 
feasible to charge to individual proJects until used on those projects. These may be 
Central Office. Disttict Office. or County General (General). 
H99 MISCELLANEOUS BRIDGE MAINTENANCE ACTIVffiES Man-Hour 
Maintenance activities on bridges nm covered by activities HOI through H98. This 
will also include wnnel maintenance. (Project Only) 
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ACfiVITY 
CODE 
101 
102 
103 
107 
Ill 
115 
121 
ACfiVITY 
90-;Q., 0900 ROADWAY DRAINAGE (JQQ) 
HAND CLEAN CULVERTS AND PIPES 
The inspection and hand cleaning of culverts. cross drains and entrance pipes. This 
includes ditches on the inle1 and outlet ends to the right-of-way limits. (Project 
Only) 
CLEAN CL'L VERTS A.'-'D PIPES WITH MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT 
In place cleaning of culvens, cross drains and entrance pipes using mechanized 
equipment This includes ditches on the inlet and outlet ends to the right-of-way 
limits. {Project Only) 
REPAIR CROSS DRA!I>;S 
The repair of pipes and culvens. This includes full or partial replacemem of s~ruc­
tures. Charge in place hand cleaning to JOl or J02. Any maintenance structure 
that does nol ha\1! a bridge number is to be charged to this acth·ity. (Project 
Only) 
PRIVATE E.'-'TRAACE REPAIR AND CONSTRUCTION 
The consU'UCtion of private enuances under the authority of a pcnnit and repair of 
existing private enuances. If enD'Bnce pipe is 36 inches or greater. check with main~ 
tenance engineer bc~ore repairing. (Project Only) Charge in place hand cleaning to 
101 or 102. 
SLOPE PROTECTION L'SlNG RIP RAP. ROCK, CONCRETE. RECLAIMED 
MATERIALS ETC. 
The placing and maintenance of ditch checks, slope proteCtion on fill areas, inlet and 
outlet ends of drainage suucwres, and other areas where scouring action may take 
place. SloPe conuol using vegetative methods should be charged to Activity E21. 
(ProjecL Only) 
COi\'TRACT DRAINAGE 
Includes incidental shoulder improvement. ditching. drainage, shoulder cleaning. and 
replacement Work done totally by a contractor. (Inspector charge only) (Project 
Only) 
DITCHING (USING GRADERS) 
Dildling wilh incidental shoulder improvement using graders and beh loader of hi-
lift for pick up or malfrial. (ProjccL Only) 
WORK 
UNIT 
Number 
Cleaned 
Number 
Cleaned 
Each 
Each 
Ton 
Man-Hour 
0.1 
Ditch 
Mile 
123 DITCHING (USING BOOM EQUIPMENT) 
131 
0.1 
Removal or replacement of matmal from/in dilCbes where graders cannot be uti!~ Ditch 
ized. (ProjecL Only) Mile 
PAVED ANDROCK-UNEDDITCHES 
The replacing, repairing, cleaning out and extending or any olher maintenance of 
paved or rock-lined ditches. (Project Only) 
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Lineal 
FeeL 
AcriVITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
JJ2 CLEANING DRAINAGE CHANNELS Man-Hour 
Work on drainage channels. including special ditches, sinkholes. channel changes, 
etc., consaucted as pan of the roadway drainage. This may include work off the 
right-of-way. lf it does, you must secure a consent and release from the private 
propeny owner before beginning work. (Project Only) 
J98 MISCEllANEOUS DRAINAGE OVERHEAD Man-Hour 
This is w include all charges that specifically relate ro roadway drainage mainte· 
nance when it is not feasible to charge to proJCCts. It should be charged 10 account 
(i.e. 140 or RS). Generally to be used for stoCkpiling or purchasmg of stoCkpile 
matcnal such as pipe, rip rap and rock. Mat.e:riais must be secondaried to project 
and activity when material is used. (General) 
J99 MISCEllANEOUS DRAINAGE Man-Hour 
Work on pumping stations, catch basins. gabions. medians or any "Other Roadside 
Drainage" activity not covered by acuvi()' JOl through J98. (Project Only) 
2-:W 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
KOI 
K02 
K03 
K12 
K88 
K99 
ACTIVITY 
90-QJ 1000 SNOW A NQ ICE lKOO} 
SPECIAL NOTE: Ali"K" activities will be charged to "General" by proper ac-
count. MP (140) or RS (600 +county number). There js an eyceprjqn rhqrrph the 
IoJl Rpads P W 04Q) Snqw ;mrt Ire "K" acliyjrjes pp Toll Roads are to be 
charged 10 rhe Prgjecl " 
PLOWING SNOW 
Plowing of snow and ice from roadway and shoulders. including ramps and inter-
changes. (General by proper account)• 
SPREADING SALTS AND ABRASIVES 
Spreading of salt. chemicals. sand. cinders. or other abrasives for control of ice or 
snow. (General by proper account)"' 
Charge snow and ice matenalto KSS. 
PLOWING AND SPREADING 
The combination of plowing snow and spreading salt and abrasives. (General by 
proper account)"' Charge snow and ice material to K88. 
SNOW AND ICE INITIAL PREPAREDNESS 
All activities for snow and ice initial preparedness. including the following: Snow 
and ice meeungs. training, equipment, initial preparedness by maintenance person· 
nei, calibrations and practice runs. (Geneml) 
STOCKPILE AND LOAD SNOW REMOVAL MATERIALS 
The loading and stockpiling of salt or abrasive materials to be used for snow and ice 
conD'OI. This includes transponing snow removal materials between facilities. 
Charge materials to this activity by accounL Do om charge spnw apd jcc remoya! 
mau:rial many mba "K" actjyj1y (General by proper account) 
MISCELLANEOUS SNOW AND ICE 
Srandby time related to snow and ice control activities is to be included in lhis acti\'-
ity. To be used for any activity relaled to "Snow and Ice," but not covered by ac-
tivities KOl through K98. Include snow and ice duty man, county foreman and 
timekeeper if working snow and ice other rhan regular duty hours. Include individ-
ual swrm preparedness and cleanup thereafter. Include ckaning bridge decks. 
(General by proper account)• 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
Mil 
Ml2 
Ml3 
Ml4 
MIS 
Ml7 
M55 
ACTIVITY 
90-.0"~ 1J(I() Fxtraordinarv (M(lO) 
EMERGENCY FLOOD RELIEF (PEOPLE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY) 
Perform only as directed by higher authority. This activity co,•ers charges incurred 
in connection with flood relief such as movmg people and personal propeny. 
(Overhead General) 
EMERGENCY DISASTER RELIEF (SUPPLIES) 
Perform only as directed by higher authority. This activity covers cost incurred in 
hauling supplies to disaster areas m connecuon with floods and other disasters. 
(Overhead General) 
EMERGENCY RELIEF WORK (0!< STREET OR COUNTY ROADS) 
Perform only as directed by higher authority. Co\'ers emergency work necessary to 
open lhe traveled way of roads and Sll'eelS 10 traffic due to floods or other disasters. 
This applies only to roads or sueets not under state maintenance. (Overhead Gen-
eral) 
EMERGE:\CY WORK OR REPAIRS OTHER THAI\ FLOODS (STATE 
MAINTAII\'ED ROADS) 
This activity covers all work necessary to perform all mamtenance activities (routine 
or special) primarily scheduled as a resuh of disaster. Also includes all work neces-
sary to remove debris from right-of-way of state-maintained roads due lO local 
swrms, vandalism. etc. The foreman is aulhor:ized to commence lhis work when 
uavel becomes hazardous. He should contactlhe disuict office if it appears that it 
will lake more lhan two hours to obtain a safe condition. (Project Only) This may 
be charged dunng regular working hours. 
STATE (DOH) PERSONNEL FIGHTING FOREST FIRES 
Perfonn only as dlrected by higher authority. This activity covers charges mcurred 
by Deparunem of Highways personnel fighting forest fires. (General) 
EMERGENCY WORK OR REPAIRS DUE TO FLOODS (STATE MAIN· 
TAINED ROADS) 
This activity covers all work necessary to perform aU maintenance acti,•ities 
(routine or special) primary scheduled as a result or a flood, Also includes 
placing or high water signs and barricades at hig.ta water locations. (Project 
Only) 
EMERGENCY RELIEF PROJECTS (REIMBURSABLE FEDERAL FUNDING) 
This activity is to be used when making repairs to our roads and bridges as a result 
Qf a natural disaster. Such work must be reponed lO the ncuest tenth of a mile. 
When this acuvity is used, a notebook or diary should be kept showing location. 
description of work done, personnel, equipment and material used. For more de-
tailed infonnauon concerning the use of this activity code you may want lO contact 
the Operauons Management Section of the State Highway Engineer's Office. (Pro· 
jectOnly) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour_ 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACTIVITY ACTIVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
M75 REVERSE CONDEMNATION EXPENSES Man-Hour 
This actiYitr is for the purpose of tracking the administrath·e costs for renrse 
condemnation cases. Such items to be included are: making investigations to 
determine responsibility, appraisal of damage for reverse condemnation claims 
and aec~ssar:o court action. This acth·it)' is to be used onl)' for claims against a 
maintenance project and will be charged to the 140 Account if aMP project or 
to the appropriate RS Account if a RS project. If the claim is against a con· 
struction project, do no use this acth·ity code because those costs l'lill be 
charged to the 210 Account through a TD 10-1. Project Authorization. (Pro-
ject Only) 
M99 OTHER EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE Man-Hour 
Work required for unspecified causes or nawral disasters not covered in activities 
Mll through M98. This inlcudes SLOCkpile materials for theM series. (General) 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
NO! 
N02 
N04 
NOS 
N06 
NOS 
Nil 
ACTIVITY 
90-0" J'lQQ Sen·ice apd Overhead fNOO) 
SPECIAL NOTE: Charge all "N" activities lO General and to Account 140 for 
Main1enance or Accoum 145 for Traffic personnel. 
BUILDING AND GROUND HOUSEKEEPING 
Includes housekeeping of building and grounds of Maintenance and Traffic crew 
headquarters. This housekeepmg includes janitorial supplies. mowing grass. sweep· 
ing. orderly arrangmg of tools and materials. etc. This aqjvjty drx:s nm jnc!ude the 
rnpajr n( build jogs utjh!jes egmnmem pr seryjcjng of equjpmcnL (General) 
MAINTENANCE AND/OR REPAIR OF SATELLITE MAINTENANCE BUILD-
iNGS 
To be utilized when 140 cre<bt-ass1g:ned people do work on any building that is IO· 
cated on the 101 With the matmenance crew headquarters building. Such buildings 
would be utilized for saiL swrage, calctum chloride storage, eqmpment storage, and 
any special crew's equtpmem and/or materials. (General) 
EQUIPMENT SERVICE 
The service of equipment such as changing oil, oil filters, lubricating, washing and 
cleaning at the maintenance facility or on the proJeCt This does not include repair 
made by Equipment personnel or mechanics assigned on maintenance crews. (Gen· 
era!) 
INCLEMENT WEATHER AND STANDBY 
Standby time for maintenance or traffic personnel due to weather conditions. This 
does nm include snow and ice saandby. When building and ground maintenance is 
perfonned due to inclement weather, the time will not be charged against this activ· 
ity. (General) 
STANDBY DUE TO EQUIPMENT BREAKDOWN 
Standby time of maintenance or uaffic personnel due to equipment breakdown. 
This shall not exceed one-half day fm any activity for a specific day. (General) 
ENGINEERING AND RIGHT-OF-WAY 
This activity is for swe personnel other than maintenance or uaffic personnel who 
perfonn services for the Division of Maintenance or Traffic and disui.ct maintenance 
or traffic sections, such as engineering, legal, right-of-way, eiC. This excludes in. 
spcaor and/or weight ticket taker on conuact main.renance activities. This person is 
to charge lO appropnate activity code. (General) 
SAFETY 
This activicy is to be used for all maintenance and uaffic expendiwres related to 
safety, persona1 safety equipment and safety equipment in maintenance and ttaffic 
facilities. This includes such items as time for safety schools, training sessions. pur· 
chase of hard hats, safety glasses. flags, vests, and other related items. (Geneml) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
Nl2 
Nl3 
Nl4 
N15 
Nl7 
NIB 
N20 
ACTIVITY 
TRAINJ:'lG OVERHEAD EXCEPT SAFETY TRAINING AND SNOW AND ICE 
TRAINING 
Any schools. training sess1ons. or seminars conducted for Central Office, disttict or 
crew personnel other than Safety and Snow and Ice Training. Charge Safely Train-
ing to Nil and charge Snow and lee Training to K12. (General) 
PERMITS SUPERVISION 
Charges made by disrrict and Central Office personnel assigned lO Traffic who work 
on the evaluauon and issuance of permits. mcluding the Disaict Permits Engineer. 
his ass1stams and/or mspectors. This is not to mciude Lhe clerical personnel who are 
assigned to the diStrict office. (General! 
CENTRAL OFRCE GENERAL EXPENSES 
Administrati,·c. supervisory. secretarial or clerical duties essentail to the operation of 
the Central Office Maintenance and Traffic Divisions. including Cemral Office field 
crew. Also includes 1raffic signal removal. (General) 
OVERHEAD DISTRICT OFFICE CREW 
All district office Maintenance and Traffic personnel, except those covered by the 
PenntLS supervtsion activity code and their related expenses which cannot be 
charged to a proJeCt. This includes the District Maintenance or Traffic Engineers, 
Traffic Supervisors, Engineer Technicians and Agronomists. (General) 
OVERHEAD COUNTY CREW AND DISTRICT RELD CREW 
Charges made for all expenditures of a general nawre which cannot be charged lOa 
project. This would include the county foreman and the timekeeper's salaries. utili-
ties and the purchase and repair of small tools. Supervising or clerical duties eslab· 
lished for the operauon of the dismct traffic field crew. Includes traffic.: signal re-
moval. (General) 
SPECIAL CREW GENERAL EXPENSE 
Charges made for all expendttures of a general nawre which cannot be charged lO a 
project. This would include utilities for crew headquarters, if differem from mainte-
nance crew headquarters. and purchases and repair of small tools. (General) 
EQUIPMENT OVERHEAD 
The travel and other nonproductive time required to have a piece of equipment re-
paired and returned. Also. other related functions w make the equipment operable 
other than repal! done by the equipment garage. This activity code is not to be used 
to move a piece of equipment from one project to the next project. (General) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man--Hour 
Man-Hour 
M.an--Hour 
M.an--Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man--Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACf!YITY ACfiVITY WORK CODE UNIT 
N2I MINIMUM MONTHLY ASSESSED EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
This charge is made by computer, nevyr manually. 
N22 FIXED MONTHI.. Y CHARGE FOR MINOR EQUIPMENT 
This charge is made by computer, ne\'er manually. 
N90 MATERIALS INVENTORY Man-Hour 
Inventory of pans. supplies and materials at CenLtal Office and District level con-
ducted at the end of each fiscal year or other designated times. (General) 
N99 MISCELLANEOUS MAINTENA."CE AND TRAFFIC Man-Hour 
Any bona fide maintenance or traffic activity nm covered by activities AOl through 
T99. includmg Removal of Abandoned Vehicles from SLate-Owned Right-of-Way. 
(General) 
:!,-26 JUDe 16., 1991 
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CHAPTER 9()..{13 
DIVISION OF TRAme 
WORK ACTIVITY CODES AND WORK ACCOMPLISHMENT 
9()..{13.0100 GENERAL ACTIVITY POLICY AND PROCEDURE 
The main purpose of activity codes is to breakdown the traffic activities into operations which 
can be specifically defmed. 
The traffic activities have aT alphabetical unit and two numerical units. An example is TOt 
centerline markings. The "T" identifies traffic operations and the numerical unit "0" as 
centerline painting. Specific "M"" and "N" activity codes as listed in this chapter may be used 
as conditions required by Trafftc crews. 
Each activity code may have any one or all objects charged to it when applicable. 
When doing work that falls principally within a given activity code and work is done that falls 
into other activity codes, it will be unnecessary to charge activity codes unless the overlap is 
greater than 20 percent. The 25 percent shall not exceed two hours in any payroll day. 
In parenthesis at the end of each activity description. the type of financial charge to be made to 
that particular activity is indicated. The two types are "PROJECT ONLY" or "GENERAL." 
If you have any questions about activities. ask through the chain of command in the District. 
9()..{13.0200 GENERAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ON ACCOMPLISHMENT 
REPORTING 
All reporting on Form TC 31-396 using a n:affic activity code "T'', "M" or "N" shall include a 
quantity of accomplishment in the column so designated. 
A listing of the accomplishment units for each activity is provided. Each user shall refer to this 
listing before submitting any payroll. 
A urtitgreaterthan zeroorzeroshall always be reported. In the eventafullunitofwork is not 
accomplished on a particular work day, the unit (000) shall be reported. The unit zero will 
continue w be reponed until the work unit is accomplished. then it will be reported as (001 ). 
Three digits shall be insened at all times. For instance, 30 miles will be reponed as 030 and 
100 signs will be as 100. 
-3-1- May 29, 1990 
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CHAPTER 9(}..()3 
9(}..()3.0200 GENERAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ON ACCOMPLISHMEI\1 
REPORTING (CONT.) 
In the event that personnel or equipment are loaned to another crew, they should not be shown 
on the Traffic Crew TC 31-396 Fonns. 
The foreman in charge of the work will repon the total accomplishments. Care should be 
exercised to ascenain that one crew and only one crew repons accomplishments where men or 
equipment for more than one crew are involved in an activity. 
Accomplishments should be related to activity: however. the accomplishment must be 
separated by project code when the same activity is used more than once. 
9(}..()3.0300 DEFINITIONS AND DETERMINATIONS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
AMOJJISTS 
Mila- Actual Total Miles Soiped 
Painting of Edgelines and Lane Lines T(02), T(03), T(IO), T(ll) 
EXAMPLE 
I -mile of 2 - lane highway - I mile centerline. 
I - mile of 4 - lane highway - 2 miles lane line. 
divided - 4 miles edgeline. 
I -mile of 4 - lane highway - I mile centeline. 
undivided - 2 miles lane line. 
2 miles edgeline. 
Man-Hour - Repon the total number of man hours used (1'04, T05, N04 ). 
May 29, 1990 
-3-2-
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CHAPTER 9(}..{)3 
9(}..{)3.0300 DEFINITIONS AND DETERMINATION OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (CONT) 
Man-Hours The total number of man-hours charged to the activity. Always repon hours 
worked and do not anempt to adjust to indicate ovenime. 
MiJ.c.s - The total number of miles centerline sniped. centerline markings will be in one 
direction only (TO!). 
Markers -Total number of raised markers installed (1'06). 
~- Refers to total number of complete signs installed. refurbished or maintained. If an 
assembly of signs is involved. each sign of the assembly is counted as one sign. 
Luminaires I ights or fixtures Accomplishment will be reponed as one luminaire. one sign 
or one navigation light if repaired to working order: this includes work to any pan of the 
particular unit which returns it to service. 
-3-3- l!ay 29, 1990 
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ACTIVITY 
CODE 
TO! 
T02 
T03 
TQ.I 
TOS 
T06 
T07 
T08 
ACTIVITY 
90-0" Q400 TR 1EfiC SERIES 
PAINT CE!\'TERLI:-IES 
Painting the centerline marking on all roadway surfaces for vehicular control. 
Markings will delineaLe where passing is permiued or prohibited. Include Pavement 
Marking Layout. Accomplishments reponed should be the number of miles lhe 
sD'iper uavelcd when p.Uming the subject line (i.e. the speedometer mileage for the 
tra\·eled distance striped). (Project Only) 
PAINT LAI'"E LINES 
Painting the lane line- markinl!s on all roadway surfaces for vehicular traffic control. 
Marli.ings will delineare lane Separauon for roadway use. Include Pavement Mark-
ing Layout. Accomplishments reponed should be the number of miles the striper 
traveled when pamting the subject line (i.e.the speedome~.er mtleage for the traveled 
distance striped f. (Proje.ct Only) 
PAINT EDGELINES 
To delineate the edge of traveled way. using white separating right lane from the 
shoulder. using yellow to delineate left edge pavement. Accomplishments reponed 
should be the number of miles the smper traveled when painting the subject line 
(i.e. lhe speedometer mileage for the ua\'eled distance striped). (Project Only) 
HA:-.:D-PLACED PA \'EMEI\'T MARKINGS 
This acti\'ily pertains 10 placing different symbols, lines or legends on pavement 
with uaffic paint. powder or mpe. Includes si~ .md cone setups and pickup and 
painting. Ir thermoplastic is used, do not use this acti,·it)', charge to TOS. (Pro-
je<l Only) 
PAVEMEI\'T MARKINGS 
Placement of lane lines. parking stalls, and lots or other markings insm.lled by hand-
pushed sulpers. Include Pavement Markings Layout (Project Only) 
PAVEMENT MARKERS 
The placing of pavement markers by hand. Also includes the installation of new 
markers or replacemem of damaged and worn ones. Not a moving opemlion. (Pro-
j«:l Only) 
HAZARD DELINEATION OF ROADSIDE STRUCTURES WHICH REQUIRE 
REFLECTIVITY 
Placement of reflective materials on strUcwres which need illumination so as to 
identify and make motorists aware of posilion. (Project Only) 
THERMO-PLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKERS 
This activity pertains to placing different symbols. lines or legends on pavement 
"ith thermoplastic material. Include sign and cone setups and pickups and 
application. 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Mile 
Mile 
Mile 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Marker 
M 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
TlO 
Tll 
T19 
T20 
T21 
T22 
T23 
ACTIVITY 
PAINT CENTERLINES AND EDGELJNES 
Painting the centerline and edgeline markings on all roadway surfaces for vehicular 
conttol. Markings will delineate where passing is pennitt.ed or prohibited. Accom-
plisfunents reponed should be the number of miles the striper traveled when paint-
ing the subject line (i.e. the speedometer mileage for the traveled distance suiped). 
{ProJect Only) 
PAJNT LANE LINES AND EDGELINES 
Painting the lane lines and edgelines on all roadway surfaces for vehicular traffic 
control. Markings will delineate lane separations for roadway use. Accomplish-
ments reponed should be the number of miles the smper uaveied when painting the 
subject line (i.e. the speedometer mileage for the uaveled distance striped). (Project 
Only) 
TRAFFIC CONTRACT EXPENDITURES AND ENGINEERING EXPENSES 
FOR PAVEMENT MARKING PROJECTS 
Inspection of pavement marking projects 10 ensure Cabinet standards and negotia-
tions are observed. This could include Highway personnel other than lhe Traffic 
personnel for consultants or contract inspection and supervision. (For Cenual Office 
Usc Only) 
PLACEMENT OF NEW SHEETING SIGNS, DELINEATION. MILEPOSTS AND 
POSTS 
The installation of new signs with sheeting background. Includes field preparation, 
erecting post, mounting signs. This includes all classification of signs. 
REPLACEMENT OF SIGNS 
The placement of new sheeting signs w replace existing signs which have been re· 
moved or destroyed by accidents or vandalism or which have become illegible due 
to normal weather and age. This acuvuy will not include the re-use or re-installa-
tion of an existing sign. That will be charged to 1'24. This activity does include the 
repiacemem of mileposts. (Project Only) 
SHEETING APPLICATION 
The application of reflective sheeting with no message to sign blanks. new or refw--
bished. No maierials are to be charged to this activity. (Gcnemi) 
SIGN FABRICATION 
Malting signs on prepared blanks. The process may involve the .applicalion of mes-
sage only. by silk screening or cut-out leuers. or the application of a JX"Cpared sign 
face in the vacuwn applicator to a sign blank. No mawials are w be charged to this 
aclivity. (General) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Mile 
Mile 
Man-Hour 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
Sign 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
T24 
T25 
T26 
T27 
T29 
T40 
T41 
T42 
T43 
ACTIVITY 
SIGN MAINTENANCE 
The repositioning, suaightening, pau::hing. cleaning, or replacing bolts of existing 
sign insaallations. This acuvity also includes work. accomplished by replacemem of 
sign posts and re-insaailing the existing sign which has been knocked down or 
blown over. (Project Only) 
MAINTENANCE OF PANEL-TYPE SIGNS 
This is repair or replacing damaged panels on the existing signs. straightening or 
cleaning of such panels also. (Project Only) 
PLACEMENT OF NEW DELINEATORS 
The installation of new delineators. This includes field preparation. erecting posts. 
auaching dehneat.ors. 
DELINEATOR MAII'<"TENANCE 
The repositioning. sttaightening. or replacing of existing delineators. This includes 
replacemem of posts and reinstallation of delineators stolen or broken. 
TRAFFIC CONTRACT EXPENDITIJRE AND ENGINEERING EXPENSES 
TRAFFIC SIGNING PROJECTS 
Inspection of traffic signing projects to insure cabinet standards and negotiatioDs are 
observed. This could include Highway personnel other than the Traffic personnel 
for consulaants or conuact inspection and supervision. 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATIONS 
The preparation of signal conuollers for specific demands needed by intersection, 
installation of poles, cabinet and conuoller. deteCtion devices, if needed, and wiring, 
spanning and service hookup. (Project Only) 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD MAINTENANCE 
Field repairs to signal heads or maintenance operations to realign. clean, relamp sig-
naJ indications. FIDictions also includes replacing damaged signal heads and poles 
for public safeLy. (Project Only) 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROLLER MAINTENANCE (FIELD) 
1bl.s activity perrains to field work done within a traffic signal cabineL This work 
also includes derection devices com:ction. Also, includes utilities for signals. (Pro-
jecLOnly) 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROLLER MAINTENANCE (SHOP) 
Shop repairs at work bench to signal conuolle:rs. includes checking all repairs made 
w each conuoUer and recording repairs made. (General) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Sign 
Sign 
Delineators 
Delineators 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
ACTIVITY 
CODE 
T44 
T46 
T48 
T49 
TSO 
T59 
T60 
T64 
T65 
T70 
T80 
ACTIVITY 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS 
Modification of existing uaffac signal installations may include improving signal 
head arrangements and configurations or additional signal phasing which requtres 
sophisticated new controllers or deLeetion. This work should include any improve-
ments to signal installations not due to signal malfunctions or breakdowns. Ex-
changmg controllers of the same kind due to failure docs not apply. (Project Only) 
HIGHWAY LIGHTING MAINTENANCE 
Repair of poles. wiring, reiamping, and cleaning of luminaires. Also includes utili-
ties for lighting. (Projc-.ct Only) 
MAINTENANCE OF ELEC1RICALL Y OPERATED HIGHWAY SIGNS 
Activities to repair damage which makes the sign inoperate. or maintenance activi-
ties to provide a higher level of service. Also includes utilities for electrically oper-
ated stgns. (Project Only) 
MAINTENA:-ICE OF NAVIGATION LIGHTING SYSTEM 
Repair of wiring or replacing of navigation lights and other necessary elecuic:al 
hardware for operauon. Also, includes utilities for navigation lights. (Project Only) 
HIGHWAY SIGN LIGHTING MAINTENANCE 
Relamping and/or cleaning of sign lighting fixtures. (Project Only) 
TRAFFIC CONTRACT EXPENDITURE AND ENGINEERING EXPENSES FOR 
TRAFFIC SIGNAL AND LIGHTING OR OTHER ELEC1RICAL CONTRACTS 
(Project Only) 
TRAFFIC DATA COLLECTION 
Manually collected uaffic counts to deLermine volume and turning movements at 
interse:cuons, speed zone studies. delay swdles, or parking data. (Project Only) 
ROAD SIGN INVENTORY 
The identification by location of the presence and condition of roadway signs and 
the recording of this data by roadway segmenL (Project Only) 
TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES INSPECTION 
The inspection of various types of traffac control devices such as signs, pavement 
marking and signals. These inspections are to be done in order to properly evaluaie 
their effectiveness or the need for additional devices. (General) 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL REMOVAL 
The remm·al and disposal of hazardous materials. (Project Only) 
TRAffiC STOCK ACCOJ !NT C 0 -For general use in Central Office. (Gen-
0131) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Sign 
Man-Hour 
Fixwre 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Miles 
~Hour 
Man-Hour 
~Hour 
ACITVrrY 
CODE 
T81 
T90 
T91 
T92 
T99 
AcrrvrrY 
TRAFFIC STQCK ACCOUNT- For general use to uanspon or Randle materials. 
No material will be charged to this activity. (General) 
LOGOS 
This activity covers work relative to logos by Traffic personnel in the Central Office 
or disuict office. Also. lhe Traffic crews that acwally put the logo on the standard 
on the road and maintain the standard for logos are to charge lhis activity code. 
(Gcneml) 
BILLBOARDS 
This activity covers work relative to billboards by Traffic personnel. (General) 
JUNKYARDS 
This activity covers work relative to junkyards by Traffic personnel. (General) 
MISCEJ LANEOIJS TRAFfiC·- (All traffic activities not specified by activities 
TOt through T98. Preparation of signs, signals, lighting or olhcr engineering plans. 
(Project Only) 
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WORK 
UNIT 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
Man-Hour 
APPENDIXD 
Factor Rating Values in Texas Contractibility System 
FACTOR WEIGHT SCORE ' MAXIMUM I 
MEARValue 5 Oto3 15 
0=+% (State Cost Effective) 
' 
1 =0% or no score 
2=-0.01 to -9.99% 
3= -10% or greater (Contractor 
cost effective) 
Labor Intensity 4 1 to 3 12 
1 =0 to 39.99% Of Activity Cost 
2=40 to 59.99% of Activity Cost 
3=60% or greater 
Availability of Contractors 1 1 or 2 2 
1 =Low or none available 
2=Good availability 
Work Volume 3 1 or 2 6 
1 =Less than $100,00 annually 
2=$100,000 or more 
Time Sensitivity 1 1 or 2 2 
1 =Not easily planned 
2=Easily pjanned 
Special Skills/Equipment Needed 1 1 or 2 2 
1 =None required 
2=Required 
Intensive Inspection Required 1 1 or 2 2 
1=Yes 
2=NO 
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APPENDIXE 
Texas Contractibility Rating System 
--------·----·-·------------------->>> >:>>>>··------------------------->>> >>>>>-----------------------------
SPECIAL 
-~ .. ~ .... ~~ ~~~···~ TJME EQUIP. INTENSE CONTRACTIBILITY 
OFWORRK SENSITIVITY sKILLS ......... ~~-··~ ~ ~~'i'NSP. NEEDS~ ~RATINGs~~··~ 
~ ~ .. ~ .. ~ ... ~ .. ~ ... ~ .. ·~·· 
SCORE MUL TP. TOTAL SCORE MULTP. TOTAL SCORE MULTP. TOTAL SCORE MULTP. TOTAL SUM 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • .0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 • 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 • 0 • 3 0 12 
3 3 1 0 0 • 3 0 12 
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